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Issue 22 – Service with Style
Chifley is a workplace, a shopping precinct, a
community of services, a culinary destination.
Service is at its heart. From its gracious Concierge
as you walk through the door to its discerning
retailers servicing your everyday needs, service
with style is Chifley’s modus operandi. That’s
why, in this issue of Ben & Co. magazine, we
celebrate the people and services that set Chifley apart and uphold its iconic reputation.
“Chifley is a personal, slower, quieter experience, where time and care are taken to give
people a custom experience based on exceptional
service,” says Chifley jeweller Maria Lizunova.
We meet the Chifley retailers whose businesses
offer customers a bespoke experience, from
M.J. Bale’s personal styling service and Karen
Gee’s made-to-order clothing, to Lizunova’s
custom fine jewellery.
On the subject of service, we ask Chifley
tenant and BlackRock Australia’s Head of
iShares, Christian Obrist, how service could
change in light of the Financial Services Royal

Commission’s damning report on the great
imbalance between the drive for profit and
service to customers in the banking sector.
According to Obrist, businesses that improve
their service offering to clients in 2019 are
more likely to succeed.
Finally, someone who embodies service with
style, Francesca Haselwimmer, Business Director,
HAYS, discusses how dress codes are changing
for women in the workplace and gives her top
style tip for women in business: respect other
people’s style, and their choices.
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Pen Ultimate

Chifley Pharmacy

Rodd & Gunn

Lizunova

Aquila

Jewellery

Accessories

Beauty

Stationery

A clean, contemporary design,
Lizunova’s Initial Pendant is
handcrafted to order in Sydney
and set with a sparkling diamond.
The octagon is symbolic of the
balance between heart and mind.
A beautiful, personal gift which is
available in 9-or-18 carat White,
Yellow or Rose Gold, with or
without a chain.
From $699, Lizunova

Rodd & Gunn’s Lamont wallets
are handmade in New Zealand.
Available in Emerald and Tan,
the Italian Buffalo leather slimline
billfold wallets have six card slots
for all your carrying needs.
$199 each, Rodd & Gunn

Prime your skin with Australian
blue cypress, camellia, jasmine
flower, jojoba, cedar wood and
rice for a visibly youthful dewy
complexion. Natural antioxidants,
non-oily radical hydration,
anti-inflammatory properties
and omegas combine to help
smooth skin and reduce the
signs of tiredness and sun damage, while nourishing botanicals
deeply revitalise the skin.
$38, Chiﬂey Pharmacy

Montblanc’s Meisterstück
ballpoint and fountain pens
are handmade in deep black
precious resin with gold-coated
details. Surmounted by the
white star emblem and finished
with a handcrafted gold nib,
Meisterstück has evolved into
Montblanc’s design icon.
From $560 for a ballpoint pen,
Pen Ultimate

The Jesper is inspired by the
traditional American Postman
shoe. Crafted from a soft leather
upper, leather lined and finished
on a Blake stitched crepe sole,
it is available in Black and White.
$199, Aquila
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Vanquish Hair
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Food, fashion, hair and beauty – Chifley welcomes
four exciting new ventures to the Tower. Keep an eye
out for special offers exclusive to Ben & Co. readers.

Chifley welcomes Vanquish Hair to Level 1.
Vanquish has a devoted clientele thanks to
its professional team who have been working
together for over 20 years. Vanquish specialises
in colouring and balayage, Brazilian blow out
keratin treatments, extensions and hair styling.
Enjoy welcoming staff, the best professionals
and a complimentary glass of wine.

Now open
Level 1, Chifley

2.

Oporto
Oporto first opened in Bondi in 1986, bringing
a taste of Portugal to the Eastern suburbs. 33
years and 170 stores later, Oporto has opened at
Chifley, serving flame-grilled Portuguese chicken
in its now-famous Original Portuguese Chilli
Sauce. Its philosophy is simple – serving unique,
simple and delicious food to friends, using fresh
ingredients and Australian cage-free chicken,
made with that distinctive Portuguese taste.
EXCLUSIVE OFFER: Oporto is offering $1
fries for all Ben & Co. readers.
*T&Cs apply. Valid Monday to Friday, from 12pm
until stocks last at Oporto Chifley. Promotion
ends 30/5/2019.

NEWS
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3.

The Nail Lab

@thenaillab

Founded in 2012, The Nail Lab sets a standard
for the nail industry in Australia. Each salon is
a luxury social sanctuary with chic interiors,
a relaxed, friendly atmosphere and impeccable
service and hygiene.
All Nail Lab products are designed, created
and bottled in Australia, using biodegradable
ingredients containing the lowest toxicity
possible, so they are safe for the customer
and for the environment. Treatments include
exfoliating scrubs and massages before your
nail treatment, as well as bespoke nail art.
If it’s good enough for Victoria Beckham...

Opening soon
Upper Ground, Chifley

Anna Thomas
Fresh from celebrating 15 years in the Australian fashion industry, Anna Thomas will open
her ninth boutique at Chifley. Synonymous
with timeless style and quality, Anna Thomas
combines quality fabric and detailed tailoring,
designing clothing for women who love classic
fashion pieces with a contemporary twist.
Since winning the prestigious IWS Young
Designer of the Year, Anna has had several senior
roles with fashion companies most notably as
Design Director for luxury Italian fashion house
Max Mara’s Weekend brand.

Anna Thomas Hale Dress
in Navy; Willow Cardigan
in Pale Blue and Afina
Trousers in Navy.

During this time, Thomas formed several
long-standing personal relationships with some
of the finest Italian textile mills. Texture, luxury,
quality and timelessness are the foundations
on which Anna creates Anna Thomas, and her
determination to find the finest fabrics allows her
to offer her something very unique in Australia.

Opening soon
Upper Ground, Chifley
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Fit for
a Duchess

KAREN GEE’S TOP STYLE TIPS
FOR PROFESSIONAL WOMEN:
Keep it simple – The brand
was born on simplicity, elegance
and timelessness. Your clothes
should give you pleasure for
years to come.
Fit is vital – It’s essential to dress
to your body shape.
A platform for your wardrobe –
Choose two dresses with different
necklines, and a skirt and top to
mix and match with existing garments. Black, navy and ivory
are the go-to colours, especially
for corporate women.

Karen Gee’s custom tailoring celebrates women
of all shapes and sizes, promising not only the
perfect fit but the platform on which to create
the perfect wardrobe.
garments are delivered. “Nothing gives us more
joy than to know we play some small role in
giving all women the opportunity to create a
dress especially for them,” says Karen.
The bespoke ‘Blessed’ shift dress, which takes
around one day to make, is still in high demand
after the Duchess of Sussex donned the simple
ivory shift on the first day of her Australian tour
with Prince Harry. Meghan Markle’s appearance
in the dress saw the Chifley store flooded with
calls and caused Gee’s website to crash several
times throughout the day. “I truly believe Meghan
is empowering because she is confident and
backs herself – who doesn’t love her?”
All Karen Gee garments are ethically made in
Australia, which means that Karen can personally
oversee the design, making and distribution of
all her products. “The dresses may look simple,
but they are quite technical in the making,” she
says. “From sourcing the finest fabrics and paying
attention to the smallest of details, you can be
sure your KG piece is of the utmost quality. “The
mix of thick jersey fabric, strategically placed
zips for functionality, and flattering silhouettes,
our collection has become timeless.”

Karen Gee
Upper Ground, Chifley

@karengeeofficial

Karen Gee isn’t fussed about keeping up with
the latest trends. Instead, her goal is to create
staple pieces that women can call on at any time,
regardless of the season, for years to come.
“Karen Gee is not a fashion-forward business,
our focus is to continually offer styles that work
for women as a platform,” explains Karen, who
founded the brand five years ago. “We do this
by keeping it structured, simple and elegant.”
Karen started the business in 2013 with the
aim of promoting body confidence and self-love
by catering to every shape, size and body type,
and making every wearer not only look but
feel beautiful. Today she is hands-on in every
aspect of the business, including overseeing
the expanding customisation offering, which
gives women the chance to see a specialist
fitter and create a style of their choice, using
exact measurements.
“It can be very difficult to find garments that
fit particular body types these days,” says Karen.
“So, we pride ourselves on being unique in the
fashion industry by offering our customised
services. Women are increasingly time poor, we
recognise this and make our process very easy.”
In Karen Gee’s flagship Chifley store, customers can browse the brand’s ready-to-wear
range, or opt for something made-to-order.
Customers undergo a ‘21 Point Measure Process’,
which measures the body precisely and takes
15 to 20 minutes. Karen then works with her
customers to choose styles and colours that
suit their needs and body types.
The average consultation takes 30 minutes, is
free of charge and, 20 days later, the completed
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Suit
Yourself

M.J. BALE’S TOP STYLE TIPS
FOR PROFESSIONAL MEN:
Comfort – make sure it fits.
Tailoring – don’t over alter a piece
of clothing, you should always look
relaxed in your clothes.
Versatility – always approach a suit
jacket as more than just a part of a
full suit. It can and should be used
with other pieces such as shirt and
a vest – a suit jacket is a great way
to smarten up a casual outfit.

“Knowledge is power,” says Alberto Milles, manager of M.J. Bale Chifley. “It’s about knowing
what looks good on you and why.”
Tenants and locals might recognise the
Cuban-born Al. His suave style, which combines
impeccably cut suits with bold, colour-clashing
accessories, places him confidently among
Chifley’s best-dressed. “Style is a great way
to express your personality without saying a
word,” he says. “Our personal styling service is
about helping men express who they are, and
who they want to be.”
The service is tailored to the needs of each
individual, from men looking for key pieces that
will work year-round, to luggage essentials for
a business trip.
“I start with asking about their lifestyle; I
find out what they wear for business and for
pleasure, and if they want to replace or simply
add to their existing wardrobe,” Al explains.
“Then I ask customers to go home and do an
inventory of what they have in their wardrobe
– they’re always surprised by what they already
have to work with.”
According to Al, it doesn’t matter how
well-made or stylish your clothes are, if they
don’t fit, they won’t look good. “Comfort is my
number-one priority. Clothes need to fit and
there are certain things you can do to ensure
you are wearing items that fit and work with
your body shape,” he says. “That’s why I start
by sizing customers up in our garments and
showing them how pieces can work regardless
of their body shape.” M.J. Bale Chifley offers
alterations, which can transform an off-the-

rack suit into a piece that looks like it was
made for you.
When it comes to wardrobe essentials that
every man should have, Al recommends a
good navy-blue suit, several crisp white shirts,
a tuxedo, a navy tie or bowtie and “always a
bit of colour”.
“The thought of having a stylist always
seemed decadent to me, so I was genuinely
surprised by how much I enjoyed it,” Dale
says. “Al picked some things that weren’t my
usual style or colours, and I was surprised by
how much I liked them and how well they went
together. I consider myself pretty bold in my
fashion choices and, prior to this, I wouldn’t
have considered myself as someone who would
get much value from outside advice. But getting
a different perspective from someone who lives
and breathes fashion was a revelation.”
“Clothes can show you are confident, daring
and flexible enough to go with whatever the
day throws at you” says Al. “Feeling good about
what you’re wearing will filter through all parts
of your life,” he enthuses.
M.J. Bale’s personal styling service is free
of charge, and appointments can take as little
as an hour. “We aren’t here to change you,” Al
says, “but to help you become what you want
to see in the mirror, which is a man that is
comfortable in his own skin.”

M.J. Bale
Upper Ground, Chifley
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Want to update your wardrobe or pack the perfect
bag for a business trip? M.J. Bale’s personal styling
service gets your wardrobe working harder for you.
Morgan Stanley’s Dale Waterworth gave it a go.
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The Business
of Style

The Business of Style

Francesca Haselwimmer, Business Director, HAYS,
tells Ben & Co. how dressing well gives her
confidence and how dress codes are changing
for women in the workplace.

NEIGHBOURHOOD

As Business Director, I manage teams across
Marketing & Digital and Life Sciences. A lot of
what we do is face-to-face meetings, this can be
with my teams, internal stakeholders, a variety
of clients as well as candidates. We partner
with clients to optimise their businesses, and
candidates, to develop careers.
How does this influence what you wear?

I can dress for my day which gives me the freedom to be creative and expressive, anywhere
from corporate to business-casual. When I
put on a structured blazer, I feel strong and
in control, but I also like wearing prints and
colour when I meet a more relaxed client. Being
customer facing, I think it’s important to put
my best foot forward in terms of representing
the brand I work for, Hays, as well as my own
brand and values. My personal brand is someone who takes pride in their work, cares about
the candidates they represent and the clients
they partner with, coupled with taking pride
in my personal appearance.
How would you describe your style?

Corporate but relaxed. I like to follow trends,
but not to the wire – if it doesn’t suit you, why
do it to yourself?
What do you wear most to work?

Almost a hundred percent separates – tailored
trousers with a relaxed top and a blazer. I love
the versatility of building your wardrobe around

key separates, which can be a clever way to
create endless outfit options for your nine to
five. I also love fabrics that flow and move, and
I’m not averse to a printed dress – one item to
choose rather than two!
When you’re feeling uninspired, what is your
go-to outfit?

judge another woman, or man, on what they
are wearing; we should respect people’s style
and choices.
Where do you get your style inspiration?

I love Instagram, but it can be quite addictive
and dangerous!

All black – chic with minimal effort.

Who are your style icons?

How important is how you dress in your line
of business?

I can’t help but follow Meghan Markle! More
locally, Lisa Wilkinson and Georgie Gardner
do it well, too.

While ‘fashion’ per se is not as important, the
way you professionally represent yourself and
your organisation is. This spans dress, language
and behaviour.
Do you think the #metoo movement and the
rise of female empowerment has changed how
businesswomen are dressing?

I think women are more able to dress to suit
their needs, rather than having to conform to
traditional or corporate sartorial stereotypes.
A person’s success is not due to what they
wear, but if what they wear makes them feel
confident and empowered, then they will feel
great while succeeding!
Do you give your colleagues advice on how
to dress in a professional environment? What
are your top style tips for women in business?

I think if people ask themselves, ‘is this is
appropriate for my environment?’ then they
shouldn’t need advice and common sense will
prevail. My style tips for women are to not

In what ways does fashion empower you?

I feel empowered when I feel good. I enjoy
experimenting with fashion that will work in the
corporate world. The workplace has relaxed a
great deal and it’s now about finding the balance
between dressing for your environment and
representing your personal brand.
Hays
Level 13, Chifley
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What is your role at Hays and what does an
average day look like?
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CUSTOMERS FIRST
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Customers
Australia’s banking sector is being
forced to change its behaviour in
light of the Royal Commission,
which has exposed a great imbalance
between the drive for profit and

CUSTOMERS FIRST
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service to customers. Ben & Co. asks
two high-profile Chifley residents
how service could change in 2019 in
banking and the not-for-profit space.
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Christian Obrist, Head of iShares, BlackRock
Australia, tells Ben & Co. that it’s all about putting
clients first and getting the balance right.

“Going forward the companies that really
embrace their clients now, this is an opportunity
for them to succeed in the future.”
Obrist moved to Australia six months ago, in
the midst of the unfolding Royal Commission,
which exposed scathing examples of misconduct
by superannuation funds and financial advisers
in charging fees for no services and banks even
charging dead people.
“When I look at a lot of the financial institutions here, you really see profit first, client
second or in some cases not at all.
“I think there needs to be a little bit of a
reversal of that role and clients have to come
first, you have to think about your service, you
have to think about their needs. There must be
a more proactive approach to servicing clients.
“When you do that, then I think many other
Analysts at UBS said the large amount of miscon- things fall into place and profits follow.”
duct revealed by the Royal Banking Commission
For nearly a decade, the spotlight has been
would likely ensure the banks “change their on Australia’s financial services industry to
behaviour near term” but that “most of the change its behaviour.
cultural change will be self-enforced.”
In 2013, the Future of Financial Advice
“Despite regulators being given greater over- (FOFA) reforms led to a ban on financial advissight powers, most of the cultural change will be ers from accepting conflicted remuneration
self-enforced,” said UBS analyst Jonathan Mott, structures including commissions and volumeadding that, “Without powerful recommenda- based payments.
tions, we are concerned that ensuring lasting
“FOFA removed trailer fees, which is that
cultural change over the years may be difficult, incentive payment on mutual funds to advisespecially as management and boards rotate.” ers, but it left all the existing products and
“I think it is a huge catalyst for change,” says contracts in place.
Christian Obrist, Head of iShares, BlackRock
“Now there is a recommendation in the Royal
Australia, adding that businesses that improve Commission’s Final Report that these remaining
their service offering to clients in 2019 are incentives payments be taken out.
more likely to succeed.
“Some businesses will need to completely
Despite some disappointment over the 76 rethink their business model and it has to be
recommendations handed down by Justice about what the client needs, their long-term
Kenneth Hayne in the Final Report, the banks, goals and how advisers put a portfolio together
advisers and superannuation funds might have that suits their needs. Payment is then via a fee
to review their values and goals if they want for service, which already many financial advice
to rebuild client trust in 2019.
practices have started doing.

“The order of priorities has to change, and
you cannot just be led by profits alone because
at the end of the day, your business is built
around your clients.
“At Blackrock we have four principles, and
the one that is at the top of the list is that you
have to be a fiduciary for your clients.
“One thing that we have recently done is
realigned our distribution to organise ourselves around our clients, rather than around
our products.
Obrist also believes that technology will play
a big role in light of a renewed focus on service
and can help enable businesses to save costs
in the long-run by scaling up and standardising
a lot of processes.
“I think technology is one of those points
that everyone thinks about but not everyone
has yet to fully embrace or is doing it in a very
efficient way.
“That said, the human touch is still really
important because people need to trust other
people when they make decisions around
finances,” he said.

BlackRock
Level 36, Chifley
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2019 is off to a flying start for Morgan Stanley
Wealth Management’s Patrick Regan. The
business’s not-for-profit space is expanding
with new clients and advisers.

Morgan Stanley
Level 39, Chifley
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Returns are just part of the story in Patrick’s
role in the co-management of close to $1.8
billion in investor assets. The need to add
value through your service offering is now
more competitive than ever.
“I’d say with the bulk of our charitable clients,
if we went in there and said, “We are money
managers and we’ll strive to get you a good
return,” that would be half the job.
“It’s about doing much more than managing
an organisation’s money. It’s the value adds on
top of it that make all the difference.
That said, even Regan admits that the need
to strike the right balance between returns
and service is key.
“Delivering a solid return for our clients is
and always will be a priority, but we can offer
so much more that might provide an edge for
our clients in other ways.
“I think with so many charities in Australia you
just can’t afford to sit still with your donor base.
“You need to keep up to speed with developments in the industry and you need to know

what best practice is, and that is changing
all the time.
“For our clients, we like to get them together
about four or five times a year and we talk
about the markets, and asset allocation but
we also get in specialist speakers to provide
that extra service.
“These speakers might talk on things like
setting up a bequest program, or how notfor-profits can use social media to drive donor
funds. This is the information that our clients
really engage with.
The need to provide those service value-adds
is potentially more important in 2019 than
ever before.
Competition for the philanthropic dollar is
fierce amid lower investment returns, donor
fatigue and a booming not-for-profit space in
Australia, which has more charities per head
of population vying for funding than any other
country in the world.
“There is a lot of donor fatigue. I think
many charitable organisations are suffering
with lower levels of donations than they have
experienced in the past.
The way that charities tend to invest is also
conservative, which makes providing value
added services important.
“We manage sizable bond portfolios and
with interest rates at historical lows, returns
are below what might have been achievable
in the past.
So with lower returns, and a competitive
donor landscape, giving our clients an edge in
other areas in now more important than ever.”

faSHIon and LIfESTYLE
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THIS PAGE: Patrick Johnson wears Suit Shop Beige Linen Suit,
custom made from $1,200; and holds P. Johnson Light Grey S160 Merino
Wool Single Breasted Cardigan, $395.
OPPOSITE PAGE: Maria Lizunova wears Lumiere Ring, $8,500;
Embrace Ring, $5,500; Venus Ring, $6,000.

Suit Shop
Founded in 2008 by designer and tailor Patrick Johnson, Suit Shop
specialises in expertly fitted custom suits and casualwear.

fashion and lifestyle
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Meet
Our Retailers
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Chifley’s retailers offer high style and
exceptional service. They show Ben & Co. their
favourite pieces of the season.

Lizunova
Designer Maria Lizunova creates beautiful handcrafted bespoke
jewellery of the highest quality, all locally made in Sydney.

Karen Gee wears Sensual Dress in White, $950;
and holds the Belong Dress in Navy, $1,350.

Karen Gee
Designer Karen Gee’s ready-to-wear and custom collections provide
the perfect fit for women of all shapes and sizes.

faSHIon and LIfESTYLE
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Chifley store manager Alberto Milles wears 100%
Australian Wool Robertson Jacket, $499; and holds
100% Australian Wool Bari Suit, $899.

ISSUE #22 — SERVICE WITH STYLE

M.J. Bale
Founded in 2009 by Matt Jensen, the son of a woolgrower,
M.J. Bale is an Australian menswear brand that focuses on
quality, value and a love of Merino Wool.

faSHIon and LIfESTYLE
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Chifley store manager Diane Kormendi wears Marina Rinaldi
Marina Sport Madame Cardigan, $725; and holds the Elda
Leather Coat in Medium Grey, $2,580.

Marina Rinaldi
Founded in 1981, Marina Rinaldi is synonymous with Italian
craftsmanship and elegance, and houses several collections
that cater to every aspect of a woman’s lifestyle.

fashion and lifestyle
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TOP: Lindberg Buffalo Horn Glasses, $2,500.
BOTTOM: Aquila Stanway White Shoes, $169;
Siena Chino in Olive, $119.

ISSUE #22 — SERVICE WITH STYLE

Lifestyle Optical & Aquila
With over 25 years experience and a strong focus on eye health and fashion, Lifestyle Optical
is a much-loved family business of George and Laura Reale.
Established in 1958 by Italian immigrant Tony Longo and run by his grandson Luke, Aquila
is synonymous with Italian craftsmanship and style across men’s clothing and shoes.
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Designing a custom piece of jewellery for a loved
one has huge emotional significance. Jeweller Maria
Lizunova tells Ben & Co. how her bespoke process
creates pieces imbued with meaning and soul, that
bring happiness to the people who wear them.

Be
Jewelled

Maria wears Lizunova ‘Amazon’
Rose Gold Earrings with
Amazonite Drops, $2,100, and
Lizunova ‘Lumiere’ Morganite
Cocktail Ring, $8,500.

Jewellery shopping for someone special can be
a daunting process. Jewellery is so personal, so
specific, so easy to get wrong, but getting it right
can be a joyful and rewarding experience. “In
the last few years we’ve seen a trend of people
moving away from generic engagement rings,
which have become a commodity, often bought
on price, towards bespoke, customised and
unique pieces,” says Maria Lizunova, founder
of Lizunova Fine Jewels. “People come to us for
timeless, contemporary alternatives to more
traditional rings.”
The benefit of bespoke design starts with
a meaningful, collaborative process, as well
as access to the best, ethically manufactured
Australian precious metals, diamonds and
gemstones. “We take a warm and relaxed
approach, trying to know our customer, the
things they love, their tastes, preferences and
lifestyle,” says Maria. “Once we know them, we
ask questions that might help them crystallise
their wishes for the bespoke piece, and if it’s

an engagement ring we’re creating, we might
ask how the couple met, what connects them
and what qualities their dream ring might have.”
Throughout the process, which can take
between four and six weeks depending on the
complexity of the piece, Maria will communicate
with her customers regularly. She will sketch
and refine initial concepts, hand pick each gem
based on its beauty, uniqueness and suitability
for a design, and consider practicalities such
as durability and budget.
Lizunova prides itself on only using ethically
sourced Australian precious metals, and conflict-free, GIA-certified diamonds. Maria sources
her gemstones from established, trusted local
suppliers, with many gems mined and cut in
Australia. “We strive to tread lightly on the
planet,” she says, “and do our best to reflect
this in our practice.
“Natural gemstones can really be incredibly
inspiring – each one is different and unique.
Making a bespoke piece or remodelling a family
heirloom to mark a significant birthday or anniversary, is a wonderful way of maintaining a
sentimental connection.” One client describes
the experience of working with Maria as “incredibly special – from choosing the stones and
watching Maria come up with design ideas, to
being kept informed throughout the process.
I was never pushed, only guided, and am so
pleased with the results.”
For Maria, style isn’t about passing trends,
it’s about sophisticated simplicity, elegance with
an edge. “I want to create designs that don’t
date, jewels that my customers will treasure
now and for generations to come,” she says.
“I look for quality materials and workmanship.
I particularly admire the high jewellery collections of the house of Bvlgari – the gems and
workmanship are outstanding, and they’re
so wonderfully flamboyant, which appeals to
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me as I wear a lot of black and monochrome
clothing, so I love to add colour and sparkle
with my jewellery.”
When women wear Lizunova’s jewellery,
Maria wants them to feel a profound sense
of satisfaction and connection to the pieces.
“Over the years, we have created bespoke designs inspired by such diverse influences as art,
geometry, architecture and the natural beauty
of the gemstones. The thread that connects
them all is the pursuit of beauty and balance.
Above all, I want to create pieces imbued with
meaning and soul, that bring happiness and joy
to the people who wear them.”

Lizunova
Upper Ground, Chifley
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Lizunova’s bespoke Sapphire,
Emerald and Diamond Dress
Ring, price on request.
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Senior Vice President,
Sumitomo Mitsui
Banking Corporation
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Connie Cheong says style comes from within.
The Senior Vice President, Corporate Banking at
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation (SMBC)
talks to Ben & Co. about her management,
personal and life style.

Can you describe your role as Senior Vice
President, Corporate Banking at Sumitomo
Mitsui Banking Corporation?

What is your business background, and what
steps brought you to this position?

I’m originally from Singapore, graduating with
a Bachelor of Arts & Social Sciences (Double
Major in Statistics and Japanese Studies) from
the National University of Singapore. I moved to
Sydney with my family in 2006. I’ve held several
positions across different areas of banking in
DBS, Deutsche Bank AG, HSBC and SMBC Asia
Pacific. At SMBC, I can use my Japanese-language
skills effectively through daily conversations with
colleagues and customers, and my marketing and
client-services background also helps me lead
my team effectively, by sharing my experience
and knowledge.
How would you or your colleagues describe
your management style?

It’s difficult for me to describe it myself, but
my team describes it as “taking a collaborative,
democratic and consultative approach, while
helping them make effective business decisions”.
What do you think makes a great boss, and
what have you learned from past managers?

A great boss is someone who can clearly bring
across the company’s business objectives and
direction; who has acute awareness of the
ever-changing business environment and the
ability to influence the company to adapt to it
for sustainability. I’ve learned that there are so
many factors at play when it comes to adopting
the right approach at the right time towards a
particular situation or audience. My take on this
is to be flexible and open-minded, yet assertive
when it comes to final decision making.

Firstly, I enjoy meeting and communicating with
people from different cultural backgrounds. I
often visit clients from various industries and it’s
always interesting to understand their products
and how they operate their businesses. Secondly,
managing my teams allow me to have a two-way
open communication with my team members
and enhance mutual learning to improve our
working styles to operate as a team to achieve
the bank’s goals. Last but not least, coming from
a marketing and client-services background, I
enjoy that my role bridges the gap between
the front office and internal departments, so
that we can bring across our clients’ needs and
work collaboratively with internal departments
to improve our processes and achieve client
satisfaction, which ultimately leads to meeting
our business objectives.
What do you like about working at Chifley?

The location. I live in Pyrmont, so I get a good
35-minute walk to work. It’s surrounded by so
many iconic landmarks, which are great when
we have overseas visitors here on business
trips. I also like the range of services, facilities,
events and retailers on offer, which gives a good
balance of a professional environment and a
focus on personal wellbeing.
What does style mean to you personally?

I think style comes from within. A charismatic
person who exudes self-confidence is stylish.
Someone who is sincere and not trying to be
cool appeals to me. From a fashion perspective,
a simple outfit, such as a plain suit, will do.
What’s one thing about you that your colleagues
might not know?

I’ve played the keyboard since I was young.
I love jazz, especially jazz funk, and in the
past, I’ve taken up jazz piano with the Sydney
Conservatorium of Music. You’ll always find
artists like Herbie Hancock, Miles Davis, and
Medeski Martin & Wood on my playlist. I also
meditate every morning before I start my day.
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation
Level 35, Chifley
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I oversee three out of four relationship management teams in the Japanese Corporate Department. We provide support to Australian-based
Japanese companies by offering them financial
products and services. My role includes guiding
and supporting the teams to enhance their
business development and marketing activities,
liaising with global offices and reporting to
management on internal and external matters.

What are the best three things about your job?
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Chifley Pharmacy
A community pharmacy becomes a wellness hotspot.
In a time of discount chains, traditional neighbourhood pharmacies are under threat. Chifley
Pharmacy harks back to the community chemists
of old, offering exceptional personalised service,
trusted knowledge and competitive prices. To
keep up with current wellness trends, Chifley
Pharmacy stocks a comprehensive range of
leading brands of vitamins and supplements,
including BioCeuticals, Medlab, Ethical Nutrients
and Blackmores. BioCeuticals is renowned for
delivering high-quality integrative medicines
and aims to raise the standards of natural-based
therapies with quality, innovation and integrity
as their guiding principles. Medlab’s top products
include TM Relax, to promote relaxation in times
of stress, while Ethical Nutrients’ Inner Health
Plus has 25 million live probiotic bacteria, useful

for the symptoms of bloating, gas and maintaining the balance of good bacteria. Blackmores is
passionate about natural health and inspiring
people to take control of, and invest in, their
wellbeing and develops high-quality products
that deliver a more natural approach to health,
based on their expertise in vitamins, minerals,
herbs and nutrients. Pharmacist David Brunskill
can give you friendly and informed advice on
the best medicines, vitamins and supplements
for you, as well as how to improve your health
through diet and lifestyle.

Chifley Pharmacy
Level 1, Chifley

– BioCeuticals Androforce
– Medlab Optima Relax
– Ethical Nutrients Inner Health Plus
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Argy’s Tailoring
A Chifley icon remains at the forefront of
contemporary men’s tailoring.
Argy’s is a family tailoring business that offers
the only truly bespoke tailoring service in Sydney. This means its tailors work from scratch,
layering the measurements of the customer
onto the fabric, rather than working from a
pattern. Alan Argy is a third-generation tailor
and is still hands-on in the business, which
has been making everything out of its iconic
Surry Hills location for more than 70 years.
With a team of eight tailors, Argy’s is the goto tailor for sartorial specialists Ermenegildo
Zegna, Paul Smith and P. Johnson.

Argy’s Tailoring
Upper Ground, Chifley

Chifley’s cobbler is handbag restorer to the stars.
Shoeworx was one of Chifley’s first retailers
when the building opened 22 years ago. Owner
Louie Shrour, a third-generation cobbler, has
become the go-to man for shoe-manship for
the luxury market, thanks to his commitment
to quality and hand-craftsmanship. Louie’s
unparalleled skill and service has attracted
some of Sydney’s major international fashion
houses, such as Chanel, Prada, Gucci, Ferrag-

PICTURED ABOVE:
Argy’s Shirt in White.

amo and Hermès, who regularly call on Louie
for leather repairs. “With our techniques you
can notice the difference straight away. If our
customers try other places, they always come
back dissatisfied, so it makes me really happy
to know that we do things differently.”
Shoeworx
Level 1, Chifley
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Shoeworx

2 Chifley Square, Sydney NSW 2000

